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Couple app for android

News in the digital age has gotten faster, so it's no surprise that more and more users are getting their news on their phones rather than TVs. And while news collectors like Press and Newsstand have their place, today we look at getting the news straight from the source. These are the best apps from professional news organizations, at
least in the humble opinion of android central staff. A word before we get into the apps is called push notifications. While almost all of these applications will ask for push notification permission for their first use, anyone who has used them can attest to how overwhelming and in many cases repetitive or useless they can be. If you're not
working in news or a news-adjacent field, we recommend that you use one and only one news app for the latest news push notifications. Choose your personal favorite news app or the news app with the amount (or control) of push notifications you like best. And now, the daily news... BBC The BBC is one of the most used news apps in
the world, and this may be because the BBC is a worldwide name in the news, but also because there is a bang-up small app with a few bells and whistles. The website is like a huge tower of rotating articles: each section gets a line and you drag around looking for one that interests you. You can customize the sound of push notifications
and set whether the app can update in the background and if you want to be notified if it can. However, you can't set it to just update your Wifi instead of using up your expensive mobile data, so prefer the nice big update button on the top bar. Huffington Post It's a liberal-leaning resource, but damn it, if the app isn't just perfect. The
Huffington Post allows you to log in, but it's not very pushy if you don't want to. You can have your own customized edition and easily switch to different editions around the world. You can change the fonts to your liking like the others, but do you know what the Huffington Post does that special? It's in dark mode. And there's not just one,
there's two: it's dark and it's night. Even better, you can automatically start night mode based on the ambient light sensor, so it will vary depending on the environment. It just makes me want to cheer up; it's so rare and wonderful to find a news app that you don't want to blind your readers to tons of white. Beyond the dark, HuffPo has some
other fun stuff. You can customize push notifications with a specific ringtone and decide whether it vibrates or not. It can automatically download articles at intervals of your choice and has the option to only download wifi, data-conscious users. ABC News ABC News is another rare news app with a dark theme and there's something even
rarer: Chromecast support. You can also broadcast video segments directly from the app to your TV, so you can get a little closer little dream of just casting personalized playlists like newscasts. ABC has a customizable silent mode, as long as it enables push notifications and allows location-based notifications for specific news in the
region. ABC News frequently has one or more live streams going, which is especially good for listening to things such as press conferences or breaking news cuts-in while away from home or in an incredibly loud newsroom. It will also rewatch sections of popular ABC news programs like World News and this week. The app also provides
daily re-re-re-ups at what point in the day. If you're someone who wakes up and checks the news, then the daily re-re-re-ups will give you a rock-notes version of yesterday's and last night's headlines. Or the daily re-re-re-up can be put together in the evening to lean before bed. AP Mobile The AP app is simple but works. There's no night
theme, just an on/off switch for notifications and a basic slider for font size settings, but it does the job in a pinch. AP, Associated Press, is one of the news sources that most other news organizations sign up for, and the lucky thing about that is that with the AP app, you can get this news faster in some cases, especially if you head to the
Press Release section. Be mindful though the Press Release section isn't a real filter, so you might sift through releases of Entertainment and Sports while looking for press releases. You can also report news to the AP through the app if someone does something like this. USA Today This app is another app for many whites, but not
without merit. USA Today's layout is great, which is not a bad thing for all the beautiful images, but that means you can scroll more than a concise layout. Sections and subsections are well and easy to navigate, but the settings leave something to be done. The offline reading of the USA Today app is a little different than you have to
choose from that drop-down menu and then manually initiate the download while still using Wifi for later reading, so if you forgot to sync before you started the train, you're SOL. The Guardian This app is almost offensively white, but the design elements, animations, and fluid nature of the app almost make up for it. The Guardian manages
to break up some white blocks of color, especially bright red boxes on liveblogs. There's usually one in the news section and one in the sports section, and they're one of the best liveblogs I've seen done on a mobile app so far. Like the BBC, it will automatically update, but you can't mark it if you update your Wifi only. If you have a
premium account, you can unlock more content, including crossword puzzles, which some say are the most important part of a newspaper. And since it's digital, you never have to worry about doing it with a pen. The Guardian also has a bit of a one-up over the competition by Android Wear app so you can get the news on your wrist. New
York Times The New York Times is one of the premier newspapers in the country, and as such there is a premium on its content. The subscriptions to NYT can run from $14.99 a month to a whopping $34.99 a month, and while most of us simply can't afford to pay to have a news app, the Times is worth a lot, and the price of paying, you
get a decent app. Background synchronization only has Wi-Fi settings and has a night mode (huzzah). Navigating sections of the app can be a bit boring if for nothing other than the list of sections is huge, but if you're not spending many times on blogs, then you should be fine. What's the good news? So, where do you get 411 about
what's going on in the world? Are you a reader or a watcher? Do you even read the news? If not, you really need to start and there are plenty of apps here to help you with your current all day trending news. Among the incredible tools of smartphones is to keep them informed on the go. In everyday hustle and bustle, it's easy to ignore the
world around you, but the news is everywhere, including your phone. These are the best news apps for your Android device today! Staff Pick In addition to quick access to the top daily headlines, Google News has a For You tab that provides news that you care about. The app is free, and while it doesn't exactly replace Google Reader, it
does a very good job of doing everything else. Free Google Play Inoreader is a fantastic RSS reader and service that makes it easy to create your own feed. And you won't be forced to pay for a subscription unless you want more features, such as notifications or offline mode. You can also use Inoreader on your phone or computer with
the web version. Free w/IAP from Google Play Flym News Reader is a unique RSS reader as it does not sync with services like Feedly or Feedbin. Instead, you can go through and from any source, and they will be saved directly into the application. Then the articles will be updated and displayed as soon as they reach the next site. Free
on Google Play If you want your news to be delivered in RSS format, Feedly is the default choice these days. Standing up from the ashes of Google Reader, Feedly has evolved and refined its service and app, and it's a very good choice. Free w/IAP on Google Play Yahoo News has become a fan favorite of its curated resources from top
news outlets around the world. In addition to live video broadcasts, you can customize which sources Yahoo News appears in to personalize your feed. Free on Google Play for many, Flipboard is the default news app for Android. It's been around for a while and was one of the first applications to make reading the news less boring in the
picture-heavy, magazine-style layout. Free on Google Play Can be hard to step in with the world of Android news, but with an app Drippler, this task is a little easier. Drippler curated news, tips and tricks, and much more from all of his favorite Android news sources while maintaining great design, and even a few widgets. Free w/IAP on
Google Play As the name shows, the SmartNews app is cleverly designed so you can quickly read the latest news from around the world. News categories appear as Channels at the top of the screen, so you can flick through them individually or tap a channel. It's free on Google Play On all the different video streaming platforms it's hard
to keep track of what's coming and when it's going to be out. In an app like Must, these concerns are placed on the rest as it works as a social media network for movies and TV shows. Free on Google Play When the news breaks, chances are it broke via Twitter somehow. With 240 characters, Twitter has become a place to learn about
everything that's going on in the world, and with live updates, you'll never miss the beat. Free Google Play Pocket has become a favorite among newsreaders with the ability to save articles to read later quickly. Plus, there is a curator of best of web section that will provide you with unique news stories that you might not otherwise have
heard or seen. Free Google Play Can be difficult to find an app that not only allows you to read resources from various news outlets around the world. But haystack TV does that and pushes the envelope by giving users access to more than 300 channels to watch the news from your area or anywhere in the world. Free w/ Ads on Google
Play Source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central The list of apps with good news can last for days, as there are many different ways to consume news these days. It's a good problem to find the best news app to consume information in a way that you like. Google News has been around for all time, but has been left untouched for too long.
Then, Google decided to give it a much-needed and much-deserved facelift, and it has become the de-facto news app for many. This is largely partly due to the curation provided and the personalized options that are built right in. On the other hand, Inoreader, the more power users who earn more from the news app. You can customize
your feed to show exactly what you want, and there's plenty of integration to save content later with Evernote, Dropbox and more. More.
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